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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a novel computer vision
based attack that discloses inputs on a touch enabled device,
while the attacker cannot see any text or popups from a video of
the victim tapping on the touch screen. In the attack, we use the
optical flow algorithm to identify touching frames where the fin-
ger touches the screen surface. We innovatively use intersections
of detected edges of the touch screen to derive the homography
matrix mapping the touch screen surface in video frames to a
reference image of the virtual keyboard. We analyze the shadow
formation around the fingertip and use the k-means clustering
algorithm to identify touched points. Homography can then map
these touched points to keys of the virtual keyboard. Our work
is substantially different from existing work. We target password
input and are able to achieve a high success rate. We target
scenarios like classrooms, conferences and similar gathering
places and use a webcam or smartphone camera. In these scenes,
single-lens reflex (SLR) cameras and high-end camcorders used
in related work will appear suspicious. To defeat such computer
vision based attacks, we design, implement and evaluate the
Privacy Enhancing Keyboard (PEK) where a randomized virtual
keyboard is used to input sensitive information.
I. INTRODUCTION
Touch screen devices have been widely used since their
inception in the 1970s. According to Displaybank’s forecast
[1], 800 million smartphones are expected to be enabled
by touch screen in 2014. Today, tablets, laptops, and ATM
machines use touch screens, and touch-enabled devices have
become part of our daily life. People use these devices to
check bank accounts, send and receive emails, and perform
various other tasks. Extensive private and sensitive information
is stored on these devices.
Given their ubiquitous use in our daily life, touch enabled
devices are attracting the attention of attackers. In March 2013,
Juniper Networks reported that their Mobile Threat Center had
discovered over 276 thousand malware samples, 614 percent
increase over 2012 [2]. In addition to the threat of malware,
one class of threats are computer vision based attacks. We
can classify those attacks into three groups: the first group
tries to directly identify the text on screen or its relfections on
objects [3], [4]. The second group recognizes visible features
of the keys such as light diffusion surrounding pressed keys [5]
and popups of pressed keys [6], [7]. The third group blindly
recognizes the text without visible text or popups. For example,
Xu et al. track the finger movement to recover the input [8].
In this paper, we introduce an attack blindly recognizing
input on touch enabled devices by recognizing touched points
from a video of people tapping on the touch screen. Planar
homography is employed to map these touched points to an
image of virtual keyboard in order to recognize touched keys.
Our work is substantially different from the work by Xu
et al. [8], the most related work. First, we target password
input while [8] focuses on meaningful text so that they can
use a language model to correct their prediction. In terms of
recognizing passwords, we can achieve a high success rate
in comparison with [8]. Second, we employ a completely
different set of computer vision techniques to track the finger
movement and identify touched points more accurately to
achieve a high success rate of recognizing passwords. Third,
the threat model and attack scenes are different since targeted
scenes are different. We study the privacy leak in scenes such
as classrooms, conferences and other similar gathering places.
In many such scenes, it is suspicious to face single-lens reflex
(SLR) cameras with big lens and high-end camcorder with
high optical zoom (used in [8]) toward people. Instead, we
use a webcam or smartphone camera for stealthy attack.
Our major contributions are two-fold. First, we introduce a
novel computer vision based attack blindly recognizing touch
input by recognizing and mapping touched points on the touch
screen surface to a reference image of virtual keyboard. In the
attack, an adversary first takes a video of people tapping from
some distance, and preprocesses the video to get the region of
interest, such as the touch screen area. The KLT algorithm [9]
is then used to track sparse feature points and an optical flow
based strategy is applied to detect frames in which the finger
touches the screen surface. Such frames are called touching
frames. We then derive the homography matrix between the
touch screen surface in video frames and the reference image
of the virtual keyboard. We innovatively use intersections of
detected edges of the touch screen to derive the homography
relation where SIFT [10] and other feature detectors do not
work in our context. We design a clustering-based matching
strategy to identify touched points, which are then mapped to
the reference image via homography in order to derive touched
keys. We performed extensive experiments on iPad, Nexus 7
and iPhone 5 using a webcam or a phone camera from different
distances and angles and can achieve a success rate of more
than 90%.
Our second major contribution is to design context aware
randomized virtual keyboards, denoted as Privacy Enhancing
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2Keyboard (PEK), to defeat various attacks. Intuitively, if keys
on a virtual keyboard are randomized, most attacks discussed
above will not work effectively. Of course, randomized keys
incur longer input time. Therefore, our lightweight solution
uses such a randomized keyboard only when users input
sensitive information such as passwords. We have implemented
two versions of PEK for Android systems: one using shuffled
keys and the other with keys moving with a Brownian motion
pattern. We recruit 20 people to evaluate PEK’s usability. Our
experiments show that PEK increases the password input time,
but is acceptable for the sake of security and privacy to the
interviewed people.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II discusses most related work. Section III introduces the
attack. We dedicate Section IV to discussing how to recognize
touched points from touching images. Experimental design and
evaluations are given in Section V. Section VI introduces PEK
and its evaluation. We conclude this paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
In this paper, we exploit the movement of the touching
finger to infer the input on a touch screen. It is one kind
of side channel attack. There are various such attacks on
touch-enabled devices. Marquardt et al. use iPhone to sense
vibrations of nearby keyboard [11] to infer typed keys. Kune et
al. [12] collect and quantify the audio feedback to the user for
each pressed button, use a Hidden Markov Model to narrow
down the possible key space, and derive the keys. Aviv et
al.[13] expose typed keys by taking photos of the oil residue on
touch screen while Zhang et al. [14] apply fingerprint powder
to a touch screen in order to expose touched keys. Zalewski
[15] uses a thermal imaging camera to measure thermal residue
left on a touched key to infer the touched key sequence.
Mowery et al. perform a full scale analysis of this attack
in [16]. Sensors including orientation sensor, accelerometer
and motion sensors are also exploited to infer touched keys
by correlating touching dynamics and key positions on touch
screen [17], [18], [19].
In the following, we discuss the most related work on side
channels using computer vision knowledge. Backes et al. [3],
[4] exploit the reflections of a computer monitor on glasses,
tea pots, spoons, plastic bottles, and eyes of the user to recover
what is displayed on the computer monitor. Their tools include
a SLR digital camera Canon EOS 400D, a refractor telescope
and a Newtonian reflector telescope, which can successfully
spy from 30 meters away.
Balzarotti et al. propose an attack retrieving text typed
on a physical keyboard from a video of the typing process
[5]. When keys are pressed on a physical keyboard, the light
diffusing surrounding the key’s area changes. Contour analysis
is able to to detect such a key press. They employ a language
model to remove noise. They assume the camera can see
fingers typing on the physical keyboard.
Maggi et al. [6] implement an automatic shoulder-surfing
attack against touch-enabled mobile devices. The attacker
employs a camera to record the victim tapping on a touch
screen. Then the stream of images are processed frame by
frame to detect the touch screen, rectify and magnify the screen
images, and ultimately identify the popping up keys.
Raguram et al. exploit refections of a device’s screen on
a victim’s glasses or other objects to automatically infer text
typed on a virtual keyboard [7]. They use inexpensive cameras
(such as those in smartphones), utilize the popup of keys when
pressed and adopt computer vision techniques processing the
recorded video in order to infer the corresponding key although
the text in the video is illegible.
Xu et al. extend the work in [7] and track the finger
movement to infer input text [8]. Their approach has five
stages: in Stage 1, they use a tracking framework based on
AdaBoost [20] to track the location of the victim device in an
image. In Stage 2, they detect the device’s lines, use Hough
transform to determine the device’s orientation and align a
virtual keyboard to the image. In Stage 3, they use Gaussian
modeling to identify the “fingertip” (not touched points as in
our work) by training the pixel intensity. In Stage 4, RANSAC
is used to track the fingertip trajectory, which is a set of line
segments. If a line segment is nearly perpendicular to the
touch screen surface, it implicates the stopping position and the
tapped key. In Stage 5, they apply a language model to identify
the text given the results from previous stages that produce
multiple candidates of a tapped key. They use two cameras:
Canon VIXIA HG21 camcorder with 12x optical zoom and
Canon 60D DSLR with 400mm lens.
III. HOMOGRAPHY BASED ATTACK AGAINST TOUCHING
SCREEN
In this section, we first introduce the basic idea of the
computer vision based attack disclosing touch input via planar
homography and then discuss each step in detail. Without loss
of generality, we use the four-digit passcode input on iPad as
the example.
A. Basic idea of attack
Planar homography is a 2D projective transformation that
relates two images of the same planar surface. Assume p =
(s, t, 1) is any point in an image of a 3D planar surface and q =
(s′, t′, 1) is the corresponding point in another image of the
same 3D planar surface. The two images may be taken by the
same camera or different cameras. There exists an invertible
3× 3 matrix H (denoted as homography matrix),
q = Hp. (1)
Figure 1 shows the basic idea of the attack. Step 1. From
a distance, the attacker takes a video of the victim tapping
on a device. We do not assume the video can show any text
or popups on the device while we assume the video records
finger movement on the touch screen surface. Step 2. We
preprocess the video to keep only the area of touch screen
with moving fingers. The type of device is known and we
obtain a high resolution image of the virtual keyboard on this
type of device, denoted as reference image, as shown in Figure
2. Step 3. Next, we detect video frames in which the finger
touches the touch screen surface, denoted as touching frames,
as shown in Figure 3. The touched position implicates the
3touched key. Step 4. Now we identify features of the touch
screen surface, and derive the homography matrix between
video frames and reference image. For example, we derive the
homography matrix using Figures 3 and 2. Step 5. Finally,
we identify the touched points in the touching image and map
them to the reference image via homography relationship in
Equation (1). If the touched points can be correctly derived,
we can disclose the corresponding touched keys. We introduce
the five steps in detail below.
Fig. 1. Work flow of Homography-based Attack
Fig. 2. Reference Image Fig. 3. Touching Frame
B. Taking Video
The attacker takes a video of a victim tapping on a divice
from a distance. There are various such scenarios as students
taking class, people attending conferences, and tourists gather-
ing and resting in a square. Taking a video at such a place with
a lot of people around should be stealthy. With the development
of smartphones and webcams, such a stealthy attack is feasible.
For example, iPhone has decent resolution. Galaxy S4 Zoom
has a rear camera with 10x zoom and 16-megapixel, weighting
only 208g. Amazon sells a webcam-like plugable USB 2.0
digital microscope with 2MP and 10x-50x optical zoom [21].
In addition to the quality of the camera, three other factors
affect the quality of the video and the result of recognized
touched keys: angle, distance, and lighting. The basic idea of
the attack is to identify touched points by the finger on the
touch screen surface. The camera needs to take an angle to
see the finger movement and the touch screen. For example,
in a conference room, people in the front can use the front
camera of their phone to record a person tapping in the back
row. The distance also plays a critical role. If the camera is too
far away from the victim, the area of the touch screen will be
too small and the finger’s movement on the screen will be hard
to recognize. Of course, a camera with large zoom can help in
case that the target is far. Lighting also plays an important role
for recognizing the finger and touched points. It may affect the
brightness and contrast of the video.
C. Preprocessing
In the step of preprocessing, we crop the video and keep
only the area of touch screen with the moving hand. This
removes most of the useless background since we are only
interested in the touch screen surface where the finger touches
keys. If the device does not move in the touching process,
we just need to locate the area of the tablet in the first video
frame and crop the same area for all the frames of the video.
If the device moves when the user inputs, we need to track
its movement and crop the corresponding area. There are a lot
of tracking methods [22]. We choose to use predator [23]: we
first draw the bounding box of the tablet area. The tracker will
track its movement, and return its locations in every frame.
We are particularly interested in the fingertip area, where
the finger touches the key. In general the resolution of this
area is so poor that it is hard to identify. Therefore, we resize
the cropped frames to add redundancy. For example, we resize
each cropped frame to four times its original size.
We assume we know the type of device the victim uses
and can get an image of the device with its touch screen area
showing the virtual keyboard, denoted as “reference image”. It
is easy to recognize most tablets and smartphones since each
brand of device has salient features. For example, by passing
the victim intentionally and glancing at the victim’s device,
we can easily get to know its type. We may also identify
the brand from the video. Once the device brand and model
are known, we can get the reference image, whose quality
is critical. The image shall show every feature of the device,
particularly the planar surface of touch screen. For example,
for iPad, we choose a black wallpaper so that the touch screen
has a high contrast with its white frame. The virtual image of
the camera shall not appear in the reference image in order to
reduce noise in later steps.
D. Detecting touching frames
Touching frames are those video frames in which the finger
touches the screen surface. To detect them, we need to analyze
the finger movement pattern during the passcode input process.
People usually use one finger to tap on the screen and input
the passcode. We use this as the example to demonstrate the
essence of our technique.
During the touching process, it is intuitive to see that the
fingertip first moves downward towards the touch screen, stops,
and then moves upward away from the touch screen. Of
course the finger may also move left or right while moving
downward or upward. We define the direction of moving
toward the device as positive and moving away from the device
as negative. Therefore, in the process of a key being touched,
the fingertip velocity is first positive while moving downward,
then zero while stopping on the pad and finally negative while
moving forward. This process repeats for each touched key.
Therefore, a touching frame is the one where the velocity of
the fingertip is zero. Sometimes the finger moves so fast that
there is no frame where the fingertip has a velocity of zero. In
such case, the touching frame is the one where the fingertip
velocity changes from positive to negative.
The challenge to derive the velocity of the fingertip is to
identify the fingertip in order to track its movement. The angle
we take the video affects the shape of the fingertip in the
video. Its shape changes when the soft fingertip touches the
4hard touch screen surface. People may also use different areas
of the fingertip to tap the screen. Therefore, it is a challenge
to automatically track the fingertip and identify the touching
frames.
After careful analysis, we find that when people touch
keys with the fingertip, the whole hand most likely keep
the same gesture in the whole process and move in the
same direction. Instead of tracking the fingertip movement to
identify a touching frame, we can track the movement of the
whole hand, or the whole finger touching the key. The whole
hand or finger has enough feature for an automatic analysis.
We employ the theory of optical flow [24] to get the velocity
of points on the moving finger or hand. Optical flow is a
technique to compute object motion between two frames. The
displacement vector of the points between the subsequent
frames is called the image velocity or the optical flow at that
point. We employ the KLT algorithm [9], which can track
sparse points. To make the KLT algorithm effective, we need
to select good and unique points, which are often corners in the
image. The Shi-Tomasi corner detector [25] is applied to get
the points. We would track several points in case some points
are lost during the tracking. If the velocity of most points
change from positive to negative, this frame will be chosen as
the touching frame. Our experiments show that six points are
robust to detect all the touching frames.
From the experiments, we find that most of the time, for each
touch with the finger pad, there are more than one touching
frames. This is because the finger pad is soft. When it touches
the screen, the pressure will force it to deform and this takes
time. People may also intentionally stop to make sure that a
key is touched. During the interaction, some tracked points
may also move upward because of this force. We use a simple
algorithm to deal with all the noise: if the velocity of most
of the tracked points in one frame moves from positive to
negative, that frame is a touching frame. Otherwise, the last
frame where the finger interacts with the screen will be chosen
as the touching frame.
E. Deriving the Homography Matrix
In computer vision, automatically deriving the homography
matrix H of a planar object in two images is a well studied
problem [26]. It can be derived as follows. First, a feature
detector such as SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform)
[10] or SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features) [27] is used
to detect feature points. Matching methods such as FLANN
(Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbors) [28] can be
used to match feature points in the two images. The pairs of
matched points are then used to derive the homography matrix
via the algorithm of RANSAC (RANdom SAmple Consensus)
[29]. However, those common computer vision algorithms for
deriving H are not effective in our scenario. Because of the
perspective of taking videos and reflection of touch screen,
there are few good feature points in the touch screen images.
Intuitively touch screen corners are potential good features, but
they are blurry in our context since the video is taken remotely.
SIFT or SURF cannot correctly detect those corners.
We derive the homography matrix H in Equation (1) as
follows.H has 8 degrees of freedom (Despite 9 entries in it, the
common scale factor is not relevant). Therefore, to derive the
homography matrix, we just need 4 pairs of matching points of
the same plane in the touching frame and reference image. Any
three of them should not be collinear [26]. In our case, we try
to get the corners of the touch screen as shown in Figure 3 and
Figure 2. Because the corners in the image are blurry, to derive
the coordinates of these corners, we detect the four edges of
the touch screen and the intersections of these edges are the
desired corners. We apply the Canny edge detector [30] to
detect the edges and use the Hough line detector [31] to derive
possible lines in the image. We choose the lines aligned to
the edges. Now we calculate intersection points and derive the
coordinates of the four corners of interest. With these four pairs
of matching points, we can derive the homopgraphy matrix
with the DLT (Direct Linear Transform) algorithm [26] by
using OpenCV [32].
If the device does not move during the touching process,
this homography matrix can be used for all the video frames.
Otherwise, we should calculate H for every touching frame
and the reference image.
F. Recognizing Touched Keys
With the homography matrix, we can further determine what
keys are touched. If we can determine the touched points in a
touching image in Figure 3, we can then map them to the points
in the reference image in Figure 2. The corresponding points
in the reference image are denoted as mapped points. Such
mapped points should land in the corresponding key area of the
virtual keyboard in the reference image. Therefore, we derive
the touched keys. This is the basic idea of blindly recognizing
the touched keys although those touched keys are not visible
in the video. The key challenge is to determine the touched
points. We propose the clustering-based matching strategy to
address this challenge and will introduce it in Section IV.
IV. RECOGNIZING TOUCHED KEYS
To recognize touched keys, we need to identify the area
where the finger touches the touch screen surface. In this
section, we analyze how people use their finger to tap and input
text, and the image formation process of the finger touching
the touch screen. We then propose a clustering-based matching
strategy to match touched points in the touching frames and
keys in the reference image.
A. Formation of Touching Image
To analyze how touching images are formed, we first need
to analyze how people tap on the screen, denoted as touching
gestures. According to [33], [34], [35], there are two types of
interaction between the finger and the touch screen: vertical
touch and oblique touch. In the case of vertical touch, the finger
moves downward vertically to the touch screen as shown in
Figure 4. People may also choose to touch the screen from an
oblique angle as shown in Figure 5, which is the most common
touching gesture, particularly for people with long fingernails.
The terms of vertical and oblique touch refer to the “steepness”
(also called “pitch”) difference of the finger [34]. From Figures
54 and 5, the finger orientation (or ‘yaw’) relative to the touch
screen may also be different [36]. Specific to every person and
touch screen, the shape and size of a finger and key size also
affect the touching gestures and where keys would be touched.
Fig. 4. Vertical Touching Fig. 5. Oblique Touching
Now we analyze how an image of a finger touching a key is
formed. Videos may be taken from different angles. Without
loss of generality, we study the case that the camera faces the
touching finger. Figure 6 shows the geometry of the image
formation of the touching process in the 3D world when the
fingertip falls inside the key area. The point F on the fingertip
will project to the point F ′, which is the intersection of the
ray OF and the image plane. Its brightness in the image
will be determined by illumination and the fingertip shape.
Intuitively, because of the lighting difference, points on the
side of the finger touching the surface are dark in the image.
Adjacent to the dark area is the gray area where lighting is
not sufficient. There is also the bright area on the finger that
is well illuminated.
Fig. 6. Image Formation of Fingertip in 3D
Figure 7 shows the longitudinal view of a finger touching
the surface and we will use it to discuss our basic principle to
infer a touched key. Kf and Kr are the front and back of the
touched key respectively. T is the touched point. Apparently
T is on the line segment KfKr. T and KfKr are projected
onto the image plane as T ′ and K ′fK ′r. If we can identify T
′
in the image, our problem is solved. However, as we can see
from Figure 7, since the human finger has a curved surface,
the camera may not be able to see the touched point. OTo is
the tangent line to the curved finger surface and it intersects
with the touch screen surface at To. The camera can see To,
which is the closest point to the touched point on the touch
screen surface. To is projected as T ′o on the image plane. If T
′
o
is on the line segment K ′fK ′r, then we just need to find T
′
o in
the image and T ′o can be used to determine the touched key.
We argue that T ′o generally lands in the area of a key. Table
I shows the key size of a virtual keyboard for iPad, iPhone and
Nexus 7 tablet. Figure 6 gives the definition of key height and
length. Table II gives the average size of fingertip for index and
middle fingers of 14 students of around 27 years old, including
4 females and 10 males. The fingertip height is the distance
from the fingertip pulp to fingernail. The fingertip length is
the distance between the fingertip pulp to the far front of the
finger. When people touch the touch screen, they generally use
the upper half of the fingertip to touch the middle of the key
so that the key can be effectively pressed. We can see that half
of the fingertip is around 6.5mm, less than the key height for
all devices in Table I. Moreover, according to Tables I and II,
the fingertip width is smaller than the key length. Therefore,
the fingertip generally lands inside the key area, as shown in
Figure 7. That is, the far front of the fingertip F in Figure 7 is
in the range of the key and the touched point is inside the key
area. Based on the perspective projection, To is on the segment
of KfKb so that T ′o is on the segment of K ′fK
′
b whenever the
fingertip is in the view of the camera.
TABLE I. VIRTUAL KEYBOARD KEY SIZE
iPad iPhone 5 Nexus 7
Height (mm) × Length (mm) 9× 17 8× 16 10× 16
TABLE II. FINGERTIP SIZE
Index Finger Middle Finger
Average Standard Deviation Average Standard Deviation
Height (mm) 9.6 1.2 10.4 1.3
Length (mm) 12.9 1.6 13.1 1.7
Width (mm) 13.1 1.9 13.7 1.7
There are cases that T ′o is not on the line segment K ′fK ′r.
Figure 8 illustrates such a case. Please note we intentionally
draw a large finger for clarity. In this case, the key is so small.
The camera is too close to the finger and takes such a wrong
angle that To lands outside KfKr. Therefore, T ′o is not on the
line segment K ′fK ′r. Even if we find T
′
o, it gives the wrong key.
However, we argue that keys of a touch screen virtual keyboard
are designed to be large enough in order to hold the front of
the fingertip as shown in Table I. The attacker also has the
flexibility to choose the right angle so that the fingertip front
is in the view of the camera. Another observation is that in
the extreme case shown in Figure 8, the touched key is behind
the key holding To. Therefore, we may derive two candidate
keys in the extreme case. In our experiments, we perform a
second guess if the first guess is wrong because our technique
can limit the touched keys to a few candidates. Our second
time success rate is often very high.
We now derive the size of a key on an image and investigate
its impact. The camera focus length is f . The height from the
camera to the touch screen surface is h. The physical key size
|KfKb| = w. The distance between the key front Kf and the
lens center is d. By simple geometry operation, we have
|K ′fK
′
b| =
fh
d(1 + d/w)
. (2)
From (2), the farther the touch screen from the camera, the
smaller the size of the key in the image. The smaller the
physical key size, the smaller of the key in an image. Table
6Fig. 7. Touching inside the Key Fig. 8. Touching Point outside the Key Fig. 9. Five Pixel Groups around Fingertip
III gives the camera specification of two cameras used in
our experiments: Logitech HD Pro Webcam C920 [37] and
the iPhone 5 camera. If the camera is around 2 meters away
and half a meter away from the target, according to Equation
(2) and our experiments, the key size is only a few pixels.
Therefore, in our experiments, we often need to zoom the
fingertip for accurate localization of touched points.
TABLE III. CAMERA SPECIFICATION
Camera Focal Length (mm) Pixel Size (µm)
Logitech C920 3.67 3.98
iPhone 5 4.10 1.40
B. Clustering-based Matching
Based on the principle of blindly recognizing touched
keys introduced above, we now introduce the clustering-based
matching strategy recognizing touched keys. If we can derive
the position of the touched point T
′
O in Figure 9, we can infer
the corresponding key by applying homography. The problem
is how to identify this touched point1. Intuitively, since T
′
O
is far below the fingertip, which blocks lighting, T
′
O should
be in the darkest area around the fingertip in the image. Our
experiments have verified this claim. However, it is hard to
identify dark or gray.
We now analyze the brightness of the area around the
fingertip in order to identify touched points. The fingertip
is a very rough surface at the microscopic level and can be
treated as an ideal diffuse reflector. The incoming ray of light
is reflected equally in all directions by the fingertip skin.
The reflection conforms to the Lambert’s Cosine Law [24]:
the reflected energy from a small surface area in a particular
direction is proportional to cosine of the angle between the
particular direction and the surface normal. Therefore, for the
lower part of the fingertip arc facing the touch screen, denoted
as inner side of the fingertip, the angle is large and less energy
will be reflected so that the pixels are darker. Particularly, the
area around T
′
O is the darkest. The area around the fingertip
top F is the brightest. From the bright area to dark area, there
exists the gray area between F and T
′
O. Since the touch screen
1Touching points actually form an area under the fingertip.
is basically a mirror, the camera may also capture the virtual
image of the inner side of the fingertip, which also has a bright
area, gray area and bright area.
Therefore, around the fingertip and its virtual image, we can
have five areas with five different brightness: bright fingertip
top, gray fingertip middle area, dark fingertip bottom, dark
fingertip bottom of the virtual image, gray fingertip middle
area of the virtual image and bright fingertip top of the virtual
image. T
′
O lands in the upper half part of the dark area since
the other half of the dark area is formed by the virtual image
of dark fingertip bottom.
We can use clustering algorithms to cluster these five areas
of pixels with different brightness. We select a small rectangle
area around the fingertip and its virtual image and apply the k-
means clustering to pixels in this area. The number of clusters
is set as 5. Then the darkest cluster refers to the area where
the finger touches the screen surface. We select pixels in the
upper half of this cluster and apply homography to find the
corresponding keys. Sometimes, the lighting and shading may
disturb our claim that the darkest cluster is where the finger
touches the screen. However, because the area around the
touched point has quite different intensity from other areas,
we can still use the cluster around the fingertip top to infer
the touched keys. Basically, the clustering algorithm helps
accurately identify the touched area. As an example, the (red)
box in Figure 10 shows the clustered result of the selected
area, and the selected point (green dot). Figure 11 shows the
mapped point (in green) that falls into the area of Key five.
Therefore, five is the touched key.
If we examine Figure 7 carefully, we can see that in addition
to touched points, points on the fingertip arc may also be
projected into the key area K ′fF
′
b. In Figure 7, line OKb and
the finger intersect at point G. We can see that all points on
the fingertip arc visible to the camera are projected into the
area of the key in the image. Therefore, in this case, both
touched points and points on the fingertip arc can be used to
deduce the key even if the points on fingertip arc are in the
bright or gray area from our clustering above. However, due
to the size of the finger, touched position, angle of touching,
distance, height and angle of the camera, the position of G
changes too and can be any point on the fingertip arc. It is
not reliable to use these points on the fingertip arc to infer the
7Fig. 10. Clustered Result and the
Chosen Point
Fig. 11. Mapped Point
touched key. We still use touched points in the dark area, but
the fact that points in the gray or bright area may be projected
into the key’s area lends us some robustness to use touched
points in the dark area to infer the touched key.
V. EVALUATION
In this section, we present the experimental design and
results. To demonstrate the impact of the attack, we have
performed extensive experiments on various devices with dif-
ferent key size, including iPad, iPhone and Nexus 7 tablet. Two
cameras are used: Logitech HD Pro Webcam C920 [37] and
the iPhone 5 camera, whose specification is in Table III. All
the experiments are done with the Logitech HD Pro Webcam
C920 except for the last group of experiments for comparison
between web camera and phone camera.
A. Experimental Design
We consider the following factors during the experimental
design: users, camera distance from the target device, and an-
gles of the camera. Passcodes in the experiments are randomly
generated.
Users: Different people have different finger shape, finger-
nail and touching gestures. Five females and six males with
the experience of using tablets and smartphones participated in
the experiments. They are separated to three groups: 3 people
in the first group, 7 people in the second group. These two
groups perform experiments with iPad. The last group helps
us to evaluate the success rate versus the distance between
the camera and target. For the first group, we take 10 videos
for every person per angle (front, left front and right front of
the target device) as shown in Figure 12, and 90 videos are
taken. For the second group, five videos are taken for every
person per angle and 105 videos are taken. Totally, 195 videos
are taken. During the experiments, users tap in their own way
without any restriction.
Angles and Distance: Even for the same person, the
touching gestures appear to be different in videos taken from
different distances and angles. As shown in Figure 12, we take
videos from three angles (front, left front and right front) and
at different distances. In Figure 12, C0, C1, and C2 are the
cameras, d0, d1, and d2 are the lateral distance, h0, h1, and
h2 are the vertical distance from the camera to the device, and
α and β are the angles between the camera and the device.
The angle can be adjusted to make the touching fingertip show
up in the video. For the first two groups, videos are taken from
2.1m to 2.4m away, height about 0.5m, and α and β around
40 degree. To test how the distance affects the results, we take
some videos in the front of the target with distance of 2m, 3m,
4m and 5m, and height about 1m.
Fig. 12. Experimental Setting
Lighting: The lighting will affect the brightness and contrast
of the image. The experiments are performed in a classroom
with dimmable lamps on the ceiling. Videos in the first group
are taken under a normal light, and experiments of the second
group are taken under a much stronger light. Other experiments
are performed under normal light.
B. Detecting Touching Frames via Optical Flow
As discussed in Section III-D, we track feature points and
use their velocity change to detect touching frames. To confirm
how many feature points should be used, we apply different
number of feature points to videos. Our experiments show
that 5 or more feature points are stable for tracking touching
frames with a true positive of 100% as shown in Table IV.
The optical flow algorithm may also produce false positive,
falsely recognizing frames in which a finger does not touch
the screen surface as touching frames. The false positive rate
is very low, less than 1%, as shown in Table IV. Assume that
the passcode length is 4. If more than 4 frames are detected as
touching frames, we just manually remove the extra frames. It
is often obvious that the extra frames are not touching frames.
TABLE IV. DETECTING TOUCHING FRAME RESULT
````````Rate
Perspective Front Left Front Right Front Total
True Positive 100% 100% 100% 100%
False Positive 0.91% 0.88% 0.88% 0.89%
C. Recognizing Touched Keys on iPad via Webcam
Table V shows the success rate of the retrieved keys from
videos taken from different angles. We define success rate as
the ratio of the number of the correctly retrieved passcodes (all
four digits) over the number of videos. For the wrong results,
we give a second try, choosing other candidates of passcode
digits. It can be observed that the overall first-time success
rate from different angles reaches more than 90%. The second
time success rate is higher than the first time success rate and
reaches over 95%.
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````````Success Rate
Angle Front Left Front Right Front Total
First Time 90.8% 87.9% 95.2% 91.2%
Second Time 98.5% 90.9% 96.8% 95.3%
There are one or two wrong keys in most of the failed
experiments. As analyzed in Section IV, for each touch we
can produce two candidates. Thus, we would possibly correct
the wrong keys in the second time try. This is why the second
time success rate is higher than the first time success rate.
To check how the distance affects success rate, we take 10
videos for distance 2m, 3m, 4m and 5m respectively, with
the Logitech HD Pro Webcam C920 spying iPad. From the
results shown in Figure 13, it can be observed that as distance
increases, success rate decreases. At 5m, the first time success
rate is around 50%. This is because at such a distance the key
size in the image is very small and can be up to 1 pixel wide.
It is much more difficult to distinguish the touched key at the
long distance. However, a camera with high optical zoom shall
help. That is why such cameras are used in related work to
spy from as far as 30 meters. However, our threat model does
not allow the use of those high zoom cameras.
Fig. 13. Success Rate v.s. Distance
D. Comparing Different Targets and Cameras
To compare the success rate of recognizing touched keys
on different devices, we perform thirty experiments for Nexus
7 and iPhone 5 respectively with Logitech HD Pro Webcam
C920, two meters away and about about 0.65m high in the
front of the device. To compare the success rate achieved
by different cameras, we conducted thirty experiments with
iPhone 5 recording tapping on iPad, from similar distance and
height. Figure 14 shows the results by the clustering based
attack. We also include the result of Logitech C920 versus
iPad for comparison. We can see that recognition of touched
keys on iPhone 5 has a first time success rate of 83.30%, below
90%. The reason is due to the iPhone 5’s keys being smaller.
It is also harder to detect edges of the white iPhone 5 and the
derived homography matrix may not be as accurate as those
in other cases. The success rate is more than 90% in all other
cases. In all cases, the second time success rate is more than
95%. The high success rate for all the cases demonstrates the
severity of our attack.
Fig. 14. Success Rate Comparison
VI. COUNTERMEASURES
In this section, we discuss countermeasures to computer
vision based attacks introduced in this paper and related work.
There are many other authentication approaches immune to
these attacks to some extent, including biometric-rich gesture-
based authentication [38], [39], [40] and graphic password
schemes [41], [42], [43]. The idea of randomized keyboard has
been proposed for legacy keypad and touch-enabled devices
[44], [45], [46], [47], [48], [49], [50]. We have designed and
developed context aware Privacy Enhancing Keyboards (PEK)
for Android systems for the first time. PEK is a type of
randomized keyboard. We have implemented PEK as a third
party app and are also able to change the internal system
keyboard to PEK.
A. Design and Implementation of PEK
A software keyboard may contain three sub-keyboards. The
primary sub-keyboard is the QWERTY keyboard, which is the
most common keyboard layout. The second sub-keyboard is
the numerical keyboard that may also contain some symbols.
The last sub-keyboard is a symbol keyboard that contains
special symbols. The layout for these three sub-keyboards is
stored in a XML file, which records the positions of keys and
corresponding key codes. The system generates its keyboard
in this way: the keys will be read from the XML file and put
in a right position.
PEK changes the key layout to implement randomized keys.
When a keyboard is needed, we first generate a random se-
quence of key labels for each of the three different keyboards.
When a key is read from the XML, we randomly choose an
integer number between one and the size of the key sequence.
We use this number to pick the specific key label from the
randomized key sequence and also remove it from the key
sequence. This randomly selected key replaces the current key.
In this way, we can manage to shuffle the key positions on a
normal keyboard. Another version of PEK is to make each
key move within the keyboard region in a Brownian motion
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fashion by updating each key’s position repeatedly according to
Brownian motion. In this way, the keys are moving all the time.
Even if the same key is pressed a few times, their positions
are different. This is an improvement compared with PEK with
shuffled keys in which the keyboard does not change in one
session of password input. Figure 15 show PEK with shuffled
keys and Figure 16 shows PEK with Brownian motion of keys.
PEK is aware of the context and can pop up the
randomized keyboard only if the input box is for
sensitive information. The Android class “EditorInfo”
can be used to detect the type of input box. In our
case, “TYPE NUMBER VARIATION PASSWORD”,
“TYPE TEXT VARIATION PASSWORD”,
“TYPE TEXT VARIATION VISIBLE PASSWORD”
and “TYPE TEXT VARIATION WEB PASSWORD” is
used to identify the password input box. The first type is
the variations of “TYPE CLASS NUMBER”, while the last
three types are the variations of “TYPE CLASS TEXT”.
Once the password input box is triggered by the user, a new
randomized keyboard will be constructed. As a result, the
user can have different key layouts every time she presses the
password input box.
B. Evaluation of PEK
To measure the usability of our PEK, we recruit 20 students,
5 female students and 15 male students, whose average age
is 25 years old. We implemented a test password input box
and generated 30 random four-letter passwords. The students
are required to input these 30 passwords by using a shuffled
keyboard and a Brownian motion keyboard, and the test app
records the user input time. Table VI shows the results of
our evaluation and Figure 17 gives a box plot of input time of
three different keyboards. The median input time is around 2.2
seconds on normal keyboard, 5.9 seconds on shuffled keyboard
and 8.2 seconds on Brownian motion. Success rate is the
probability that a user correctly inputs four-letter password.
Success rate of all three keyboards are high while it is a little
bit lower for the Brownian motion keyboard. The participants
in our experiment feel PEK is acceptable if PEK only pops up
the randomized keyboard for sensitive information input.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present an attack that blindly recognizes
input on touch screen from a distance. The attack exploits
Fig. 17. Input Time of Three Distinct Keyboards
TABLE VI. USABILITY TEST
Normal Shuffled Brownian
Keyboard Keys Motion
Median Input Time (Second) 2.235 5.859 8.24
Success Rate 98.50% 98.83% 94.17%
the homography relationship between touching images where
fingers touch the screen surface and reference image showing
a virtual keyboard. We use the optical flow algorithm to detect
touching frames and designed the clustering matching strategy
to recognize the touched keys. The homography matrix is
derived by utilizing the intersections of the edges of the touch
screen display. Our extensive experiments show that the first
time success rate of recognizing touched keys is more than
90% while the second time success rate is more than 95%. To
defeat this type of attack, we design a context aware Privacy
Enhancing Keyboard (PEK) which pops up a randomized
keyboard on Android systems for sensitive information input
such as passwords. PEK may use shuffled key or display a fully
dynamic keyboard with keys moving in a Brownian motion
pattern. Our experiments show that although PEK increases the
passcode input time, it is acceptable for the sake of security
and privacy to those we interviewed.
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